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GEOMETRIZATION OF SUB-HYPERBOLIC
SEMI-RATIONAL BRANCHED COVERINGS
TAO CHENG AND YUNPING JIANG
Abstract. Given a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational branched cover-
ing which is not CLH-equivalent a rational map, it must have the
non-empty canonical Thurston obstruction. By using this canoni-
cal Thurston obstruction, we decompose this dynamical system in
this paper into several sub-dynamical systems. Each of these sub-
dynamical systems is either a post-critically finite type branched cov-
ering or a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational type branched covering. If a
sub-dynamical system is a post-critically finite type branched cover-
ing with a hyperbolic orbifold, then it has no Thurston obstruction
and is combinatorially equivalent to a unique post-critically finite
rational map (up to conjugation by an automorphism of the Rie-
mann sphere) and, more importantly, if a sub-dynamical system is a
sub-hyperbolic semi-rational type branched covering with hyperbolic
orbifold, we prove in this paper that it has no Thurston obstruction
and is CLH-equivalent to a unique geometrically finite rational map
(up to conjugation by an automorphism of the Riemann sphere).
1. Introduction
It has been an interesting and important problem for the last thirty
years to discover a necessary and sufficiently condition for a branched
covering of the two-sphere to be realized by a rational map.
Thurston gave a first necessary and sufficiently condition such that a
post-critically finite branched covering (i.e., the set of post-critical orbits
is finite) can be realized by a rational map under combinatorial equiv-
alence. A complete proof of Thurston’s result was written by Douady
and Hubbard in [DH]. In this discovery, Thurston defined a topolog-
ical obstruction which is called a Thurston obstruction now. Then a
post-critically finite branched covering with a hyperbolic orbifold is com-
binatorial equivalent to a rational map if and only if it has no Thurston
obstruction. Moreover, the realized rational map is unique up to conju-
gation by an automorphism of the Riemann sphere. Pilgrim [Pi1] further
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proved that if f with hyperbolic orbifold has a Thurston obstruction,
then it must have the canonical one. Based on this canonical Thurston
obstruction, the two-sphere now can be decomposed into a collection of
spheres with holes. After replacing every hole with a disk marked by a
point, one can obtain a collection of topological two-spheres and a new
branched covering on each periodic two-sphere. Pilgrim [Pi2] asked the
following question: Does this new branched covering if it has a hyper-
bolic orbifold has a Thurston obstruction? Recently, Selinger [Se] proved
that this new branched covering if it has a hyperbolic orbifold, then it
has no Thurston obstruction and thus is combinatorially equivalent to a
rational map. Bonnot and Yampolsky [BY] soon proposed another ap-
proach to prove this new result by applying Minsky’s theorem in [Mi] and
Haissinsky’s theorem in [Ha].
Things became very different when one turns to geometrically finite
branched coverings. In [CJ] (see also [CJS]), we have showed that there ex-
ists a geometrically finite branched covering such that it has no Thurston
obstruction and it is not combinatorially equivalent to any rational map.
Based on this counter-example, an important type of a branched covering
named as a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational branched covering is considered
in [CJ], [CJS]. Furthermore, a new combinatorial equivalence called the
CLH equivalence (combinatorial and locally holomorphic equivalence) is
introduced in [CJ], [CJS]. Furthermore, in [CJS] (see also in [CT]) and
in [ZJ], by using two completely different methods, we have proved that
a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational branched covering is CLH equivalent to a
rational map if and only if f has no Thurston obstruction. Moreover, the
realized rational map is unique up to conjugation by an automorphism of
the Riemann sphere. We would like to note that the orbifold associated to
a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational branched covering is always hyperbolic due
to the set of post-critical orbits is infinite. Recently, we proved in [ChJ]
that if a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational branched covering has a Thurston
obstruction, then it must have the canonical one.
Similarly, based on this canonical Thurston obstruction, the two-sphere
now can be decomposed into a collection of spheres with holes. After
replacing every hole with a disk marked by a point, one can obtain a
collection of topological two-spheres, and a collection of new branched
coverings on periodic two-spheres. These new branched coverings can
be either post-critically finite type or sub-hyperbolic semi-rational type
branched covering. In this paper, we would like to study the problem that
new branched coverings have Thurston obstructions or not?
Our main result (Theorem 5) says that these new branched coverings
have no Thurston obstruction. More precisely, if a new branched covering
is a post-critical finite type branched covering with a hyperbolic orbifold,
then it has no Thurston obstruction and is combinatorially equivalent to
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a unique post-critically finite rational map (up to conjugation by an au-
tomorphism of the Riemann sphere) and if a new branched covering is a
sub-hyperbolic semi-rational type branched covering with hyperbolic orb-
ifold, then it has no Thurston obstruction and is CLH-equivalent to a
unique geometrically finite rational map (up to conjugation by an auto-
morphism of the Riemann sphere).
In the post-critically finite case, one works on a finite-dimensional Te-
ichmu¨ller space of the Riemann sphere minus the set of post-critical orbits.
Therefore, one can use Minsky’s theorem in [Mi], Haissinsky’s theorem
in [Ha] and the proof in Douady-Hubbard’s paper [DH] directly. Actu-
ally, the first two theorems play crucial roles in Bonnot and Yampolsky’s
work in [BY] and the last one is crucial in [Se]. But in the sub-hyperbolic
semi-rational branched covering case, one works on an infinite-dimensional
Teichmu¨ller space of the Riemann sphere minus a set of finitely many
points and a set of finitely many topological disks. Thus one can not use
Minsky’s theorem in [Mi], Haissinsky’s theorem in [Ha] and the proof in
Douady and Hubbard’s paper [DH] directly. A major work in this paper
is to overcome this difficulty.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review definitions
of post-critically finite rational maps and sub-hyperbolic semi-rational
branched coverings. We also review the combinatorial equivalence and the
CLH-equivalence. We will state the existence of the canonical Thurston
obstruction for a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational branched covering which is
not CLH-equivalent to a geometrically finite rational map proved in [ChJ].
In Section 3, we will decompose the two-sphere into several Riemann
surfaces which are the Riemann sphere minus some points and some disks.
In the decomposition theorem (Theorem 3), we will prove that under the
action of f , each of these new Riemann surfaces is eventually periodic and
at least one is periodic. For each periodic Riemann surface, we will add a
disk marked by a point to each hole and then extend it into a two-sphere.
This will be worked out in Section 4. In the same section, we will prove
our extension theorem (Theorem 4). This theorem says that for every
periodic two-sphere with period k > 0, we can define a new branched
covering f˜ extending the original fk to the disks attached on all holes
such that all marked points are super-attractive fixed point of f˜ . The
new map f˜ is either a post-critically finite type branched covering or a
sub-hyperbolic semi-rational type branched covering. Finally, in Section
5, we will prove our main result (Theorem 5). The main result says
that if the new branched covering is a post-critically finite type branched
covering with a hyperbolic orbifold, then it has no Thurston obstruction
and is combinatorially equivalent to a rational map and that if the new
branched covering is a sub-hyperbolic and semi-rational type branched
covering with a hyperbolic orbifold, then it has no Thurston obstruction
and is CLH-equivalent to a rational map.
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2. Post-critically finite and Sub-hyperbolic semi-rational
branched coverings
Let S2 be the topological two-sphere and f : S2 → S2 be an orientation-
preserving branched covering of degree d ≥ 2. Denote by degxf the local
degree of f at x. The set of branched points is
Ωf = {c ∈ S2 : degcf ≥ 2}.
The post-critical set Pf by definition is
Pf =
⋃
n>0
fn(Ωf )
If Pf is a finite set, we call f a post-critically finite branched covering.
If Pf is infinite but the accumulation set P
′
f is finite, we call f a geo-
metrically finite. In this case, P ′f consists of a finitely many of periodic
orbits.
Suppose f : S2 → S2 is a branched covering. Define the signature
νf : S
2 → N ∪ {∞} as
νf (x) =
{
1, x /∈ Pf ;
lcm{degyfn | ∀n > 0, fn(y) = x}, otherwise.
The orbifold associated to f is Of = (S2, νf ) and the Euler characteristic
of Of is defined by
χ(Of ) = 2−
∑
x∈S2
(
1− 1
νf (x)
)
.
It is well known that χ(Of ) ≤ 0 for any post-critically finite branched cov-
ering f . The orbifold Of is called hyperbolic if χ(Of ) < 0 and parabolic
if χ(Of ) = 0.
Definition 1 (Combinatorial equivalence). Suppose f and g are post-
critically finite branched coverings. We say that they are combinatorially
equivalent if there exist a pair of homeomorphisms φ and ψ of the two-
sphere S2 such that
(1) ψ is isotopic to φ rel Pf and
(2) φ ◦ f = g ◦ ψ.
Now let us turn to sub-hyperbolic semi-rational branched coverings
defined in [CJ].
Definition 2. Let f : C→ C be a geometrically finite branched covering
of degree d ≥ 2. We say f is a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational branched
covering if for any a ∈ P ′f of period p ≥ 1, there is an open neighborhood
U of a, such that f is holomorphic in U , and
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(1) if degaf
p = 1, then
fp(z) = a+ λ(z − a) + o(|z − a|)
for z ∈ U and 0 < |λ| < 1 is some constant and
(2) if degaf
p > 1, then
fp(z) = a+ α(z − a)k + o(|z − a|k)
for some z ∈ U and α 6= 0 is some constant.
Corresponding to the combinatorial equivalence in the post-critical fi-
nite case, the following CLH-equivalence (combinatorial and locally holo-
morphical equivalence) was naturally introduced in [CJ].
Definition 3 (CLH-equivalence). Suppose f and g are two sub-hyperbolic
semi-rational branched coverings. We say that they are CLH-equivalent
if there exists a pair of homeomorphisms φ and ψ of C such that
(1) ψ is isotopic to φ rel Pf ,
(2) φ ◦ f = g ◦ ψ, and
(3) φ|U = ψ|U is holomorphic on some open set U ⊃ P ′f .
We have the following useful lemma proved in [ZJ] for a sub-hyperbolic
semi-rational branched covering f .
Lemma 1 (Shielding ring lemma). There is a finite collection {Di} of
open disks and a finite collection of open annuli {Ai} such that
i) ai ∈ Di,
ii) every ∂Di is a real analytic curve,
iii) Di ∩Dj = ∅ for i 6= j,
iv) for each i, Ai is an annulus attaching Di from outside such that
Ai ∩ Pf = ∅,
v) f is holomorphic on Di ∪Ai, and
vi) every f(Di ∪Ai) is contained in some Dj .
Thus we define
D = ∪Di and P1 = Pf\D
and define
(1) Q = P1 ∪D and X = ∂Q = P1 ∪ ∂D.
Now we suppose f is either a post-critically finite or sub-hyperbolic
semi-rational branched covering. If f is post-critically finite, we let E =
Pf and if f is sub-hyperbolic semi-rational, we let E = Q as defined in
(1). In both of the cases, assume 0, 1,∞ ∈ E, the Teichmu¨ller space Tf
for f is the Teichmu¨ller space modeled on (C\E, ∂E). There is a natural
induced map σf : Tf → Tf as follows. A point τ can be thought as the
equivalent classes [µ]E of conformal structures µ on C such that µ|E ≡ 0.
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Two conformal structures µ and ν are said to be equivalent, denote as
µ ∼E ν, if (wν)−1 ◦ wµ is isotopic to the identity rel E, where wµ and
wν are normalized (i.e., fixing 0, 1,∞) quasiconformal homeomorphisms
with Beltrami coefficients µ and ν. For any τ = [µ] ∈ Tf , let f∗µ be
the pull-back conformal structure of µ by f . We take the proof of the
following lemma from [J, ChJ1].
Lemma 2. If µ ∼E ν, then f∗µ ∼E f∗ν.
Proof. From the assumption, µ ∼E ν, we can find a continuous map
H(t, z) : [0, 1] ×C→ C such that
1) H(0, z) = z for all z ∈ C;
2) H(1, z) = (wµ)−1 ◦ wν(z) for all z ∈ C; and
3) H(t, z) = z for all z ∈ E and all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
Since f(Ωf) ⊆ E, we have that Ωf ⊆ f−1(E). This implies that
f : C \ f−1(E) → C \ E is a covering map. The homotopy H(t, z) :
[0, 1] × (C \ E) → C \ E rel ∂E can be lift to a homotopy H˜(t, z) :
[0, 1] × (C \ f−1(E))→ C \ f−1(E) rel ∂f−1(E) such that
H(t, f(z)) = f(H˜(t, z)), ∀z ∈ C \ f−1(E), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
and
H˜(t, z) = z, ∀z ∈ ∂f−1(E), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
Define H˜(t, z) = z for all z ∈ f−1(E) and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. Then the new
defined map, which we still denote as H˜, is a continuous map H˜(t, z) :
[0, 1] × C→ C such that
a) H˜(z, 0) = z for all z ∈ C and
b) H˜(z, t) = z for all z ∈ E and all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
Therefore, it is a homotopy from the identity to H˜1(z) = H˜(1, z).
Let H1(z) = H(1, z). Since H1 ◦ f = f ◦ H˜1 and H1 = (wµ)−1 ◦ wν is
quasiconformal, H˜1 is quasiconformal.
Now by using two commuting equations,
(wµ)−1 ◦ wν(z) ◦ f = f ◦ H˜1 and g ◦ wf∗µ = wµ ◦ f,
where g is holomorphic, we have that
g ◦ wf∗µ ◦ H˜1 = wµ ◦ f ◦ H˜1 = wµ ◦ (wµ)−1 ◦ wν(z) ◦ f = wν(z) ◦ f.
Since g is holomorphic,
µ
wf
∗µ◦H˜1 = µg◦wf∗µ◦H˜1 = µwν(z)◦f = f
∗ν.
Since both wf
∗µ ◦ H˜1 and wf∗ν fix 0, 1,∞, we get
wf
∗µ ◦ H˜1 = wf∗ν .
In other words,
H˜1 = (w
f∗µ)−1 ◦ wf∗ν .
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Thus H˜(t, z) : [0, 1]×C → C is a homotopy from the identity to (wf∗µ)−1◦
wf
∗ν rel f−1(E). But E ⊆ f−1(E), the last statement implies that
f∗µ ∼E f∗ν. This completes the proof. 
Thus we can define a map σf (τ) = [f
∗µ]E for any τ = [µ]E from Tf
into itself. It is a holomorphic map. Each element τ = [µ]E ∈ Tf deter-
mines a complex structure on (C\E, ∂E). For a non-peripheral curve in
(C\E, ∂E), let lτ (γ) denote the hyperbolic length of the unique geodesic
homotopic to γ on the marked Riemann surface (C\E, ∂E) with the com-
plex structure τ = [µ]E ∈ Tf . Given an element τ0 = [µ0]E ∈ Tf , we have
a sequence τn = σ
n
f (τ0) = [µn]E , n = 0, 1, 2, · · · .
Definition 4. The set
Γc = {γ | lτn(γ)→ 0, n→∞}
is called the canonical Thurston obstruction for f .
Pilgrim proved that
Theorem 1 ([Pi1]). A post-critically finite branched covering f with
hyperbolic orbifold is not combinatorially equivalent to a rational map if
and only if Γc 6= ∅.
Furthermore, in [ChJ], we have proved that
Theorem 2 ([ChJ]). A sub-hyperbolic semi-rational branched covering
f is not CLH-equivalent to a rational map if and only if Γc 6= ∅.
A simple closed curve γ ⊂ S2\E is called non-peripheral if each compo-
nent of S2\γ contains at least two points of E. A multicurve Γ on S2\E
is a set of disjoint, non-homotopic, non-peripheral simple closed curves
on S2\E. A multicurve Γ is called f -stable (or stable briefly) if for any
γ ∈ Γ, all the non-peripheral components of f−1(γ) are homotopic to ele-
ments of Γ. For a given f , we can define Thurston linear transformation
fΓ : R→ R as follow: Let γi,j,α be the components of f−1(γj) homotopic
to γi in S
2\Pf . Define
fΓ(γj) =
∑
i,α
1
di,j,α
γi,
where di,j,α = deg(f : γi,j,α → γj). We can write fΓ(Γ) = AΓΓ where AΓ
(or denoted by AΓ,f ) is a n × n non-negative matrix if Γ = {γ1, · · · , γn}.
Let λ(f,Γ) ≥ 0 (or λ(Γ) ≥ 0 briefly) be the spectral radius of AΓ. For a
stable multicurve Γ, it is easy to see (fn)Γ = (fΓ)
n.
Definition 5. A stable multicurve Γ is called a Thurston obstruction if
λ(Γ) ≥ 1.
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It is known that if Γc 6= ∅, then it is a Thurston obstruction as
proved in [Pi1] for the post-critically finite case and in [ChJ] for the sub-
hyperbolic semi-rational case. Furthermore, we have also the following
from these two papers.
Lemma 3. If Γc 6= ∅, for any τ0 ∈ Tf , there is a constant L = L(τ0) > 0
such that for any non-peripheral simple closed curve γ /∈ Γc, lτn(γ) ≥ L >
0 for all n > 0.
Moreover, if Γc 6= ∅, then it is also a simple obstruction in the meaning
that no permutation of the curves in Γc such that the matrix AΓc be
written in the block form (
M11 0
M21 M22
)
Thus Γc is stable and full, that is, f
−1(Γc) = Γc.
In the following sections, we will focus on the class of all sub-hyperbolic
semi-rational branched coverings such that Γc 6= ∅, in other words, such
that they are not CLH-equivalent to rational maps. However, we will
prove that after “decomposition” and “extension”, parts of these maps
can be still combinatorially equivalent or CLH-equivalent to rational maps
under one condition that the extended map has hyperbolic orbifold. We
will divide our idea into three sections, decomposition, extension, and
equivalence.
3. Decomposition
Suppose f is a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational branched covering and
Γc = {γ1, · · · , γn} 6= ∅
is its canonical Thurston obstruction. Then f is not CLH-equivalent to a
rational map. Let Q be the set defined in (1). Suppose A0,i (i = 1, · · · , n)
are a collection of disjoint annuli whose core curves are γi (i = 1, · · · , n)
respectively. Set
A0 =
n⋃
i=1
A0,i.
Let
A1 =
m⋃
i=1
A1,i
be the union of preimage of elements of A0 such that every component of
A1 is homotopic to some component in A0 rel Q. By the same method
as Pilgrim used in [Pi2], we get
Proposition 1. There exists a homeomorphism h : (C, Q) → (C, Q)
isotopic to id rel Q such that f˜ = f ◦ h satisfied the followings:
(1) every curve γi ∈ Γc is a core curve of some annulus A0,i ∈ A0;
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(2) every A1,k ∈ A1 is a component of the preimage of some A0,j ∈ A0
and homotopic to some A0,i ∈ A0, denote by A1,ji,α;
(3) for each given Ai ∈ A0, the union A1,i,i = ∪j,αA1,ji,α of all com-
ponents of A1 homotopic to γi is contained inside A0,i;
(4) two outmost annuli from A1,i,i share their outer boundary curves
with A0,i; and
(5) restricted to a boundary curve χ of A0,i, the map f : χ → f(χ),
which is a boundary curve of A0,j, is given by z 7→ zd : S1 → S1
for some d up to a homeomorphism conjugation.
The set of annuli A0 satisfy (1)-(5) in Proposition 1 is called a standard
form. Without loss of generality, we always assume f itself has a standard
form with respect to its canonical Thurston obstruction Γc.
Definition 6. We call each component A0,i of A0 a thin part and each
component of C\A0 a thick part.
Let
B0 = {P 0i }n0i=1
be the collection of all thick parts. Pull-back B0 by fk, we have
Bk = f−k(B0) = {P ki }nki=1
with
n0⋃
i=1
{f−k(P 0i )} =
nk⋃
i=1
P ki .
Then each element of Bk belongs to one and only one of the following four
classes:
(1) Disk component D if it is a topological disk and D ∩ Pf = ∅.
(2) Punctured disk component P if it is a topological disk and ♯(P ∩
Pf ) = 1.
(3) Annulus component A if it is an annulus and A ∩ Pf = ∅.
(4) Complex component C if it is not in (1), (2), and (3).
Since all elements of Γc are non-peripheral and non-homotopic each other,
all thick parts P 00 , · · · , P 0n0 are complex components.
For each thick part P 0i ∈ B0 and each k ≥ 1, remember that A0 is in
the standard form, there exists an unique component of Bk, denote by
P ki , such that
i) each component of ∂P ki is either peripheral or some component of
∂P 0i and
ii) each component of ∂P 0i is some component of ∂P
k
i .
Therefore, for each P ki , f(P
k
i ) is also a complex component and if f(P
k
i ) =
P k−1j , then f(P
l
i ) = P
l−1
j for any l ≥ 1. And furthermore, consider the
set of integers I = {1, · · · , n0}. For each i ∈ I, let k ≥ 1 be any integer,
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we have a unique j ∈ I such that f(P ki ) ⊂ P k−1j . This defines a self map
τ : I → I; τ(i) = j. Since Γc is stable and full, we have that
Proposition 2. Each number i ∈ I is a preperiodic point under iteration
of τ and at least one number in I is a periodic point of τ .
Definition 7. If i ∈ I is preperiodic, then we say that the corresponding
thick part P 0i is preperiodic and if i ∈ I is periodic, we say that the
corresponding thick part P 0i is periodic.
Thus we get the following decomposition theorem.
Theorem 3 (Decomposition). Suppose f is a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational
branched covering not CLH-equivalent to a rational map. Then S2 can
be decomposed into thin parts and thick parts according to the canoni-
cal Thurston obstruction Γc. Furthermore, each thick part is eventually
periodic and at least one thick part is periodic.
4. Extension
Suppose f : S2 → S2 is a branched covering and P is a point set in S2.
We define a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational type branched covering (with
respect to P ).
Definition 8. We call a branched covering f sub-hyperbolic semi-rational
type if
(1) f satisfies Definition 2 by replacing Pf to P ;
(2) ♯P =∞;
(3) Pf ⊆ P ;
(4) f(P ) ⊆ P .
We also define a post-critically finite type branched covering (with re-
spect to P ).
Definition 9. We call a branched covering f post-critically finite type
type if
(1) ♯P <∞;
(2) Pf ⊆ P ;
(3) f(P ) ⊆ P .
We say that a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational type or post-critically finite
type branched covering has hyperbolic orbifold if χ(Of ) < 0. We would
like to note that a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational type branched covering
may not have a hyperbolic orbifold even ♯P = +∞
A sub-hyperbolic semi-rational type branched covering can be con-
structed from a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational branched covering or from a
post-critically finite branched covering by adding finite or infinite number
points to Pf . Similarly, a post-critically finite type branched covering can
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be constructed from a post-critically finite branched covering by adding
finite number points to Pf .
Suppose P 00 is a periodic thick part. Suppose k > 0 is the period.
Suppose γ1, · · · , γp are boundary curves of P 00 and γ1, · · · , γp, β1, · · · , βq
are boundary curves of P k0 where βj (j = 1, · · · , q) are peripheral curves.
For any βj , it must be a component of f
−k(γi) for some γi. Denote
P 00 \P k0 =
q⋃
j=1
D(βj), C\P 00 =
p⋃
i=1
D(γi).
Let
dβj = deg(f
k : βj(⊂ f−k(γi))→ γi), dγi = deg(fk : γi → fk(γi)).
Define a new branched covering map by
(2) f˜ = f˜P 0
0
=

fk(z), z ∈ P k0
ϕj ◦ zdβj ◦ ψj , z ∈ D(βj) (j = 1, · · · , q)
ϕi ◦ zdγi ◦ ψi, z ∈ D(γi) (i = 1, · · · , p)
where ψj , ϕ
−1
j are homeomorphisms from D(βj) and D(γi) to the unit
disk D, respectively, and ψi, ϕ
−1
i are homeomorphisms from D(γi) and
D(fk(γi)) to the unit disk D, respectively, such that f˜ is continuous. For
each disk D(γi), we mark a point zi. If D(βj) contains a point, say z
∗,
belonging to Pf and f
k(βj) = γi, we can select ϕj , ϕi and ψj , ψi such that
f˜(z∗) = zi. Also, if fk(γi) = γk, we can select ϕi, ϕk, ψi, ψk such that
f˜(zi) = zk. Thus we have that
P
f˜
⊆ P = (Pf ∩ P 00 ) ∪ (∪pj=1{zj}).
and
f˜(P
f˜
) ⊆ P
f˜
and f˜(P ) ⊆ P.
The above process extends fk for every periodic thick part of period
k ≥ 1 to a new branched covering f˜ : C → C. Then f˜ is either a
post-critically finite branched covering or a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational
branched covering. Without causing any confusion, we use now TP to
denote a periodic thick part P 0i of period k ≥ 1 and TP ′ to denote
P ki ⊂ P 0i . We state the above process into a theorem.
Theorem 4 (Extension). Suppose f is a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational
branched covering such that Γc 6= ∅. Suppose TP is a periodic thick part of
period k ≥ 1. Then TP ′ and TP can be extended to the 2-sphere by adding
finitely many disks with marked points and the map fk : TP ′ → TP can
be extended to a branched covering f˜ of the 2-sphere which is either a post-
critically finite type branched covering or a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational
type branched covering.
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Furthermore, if we start with a quasiregular branched covering f , then
we can also extend to a quasiregular f˜ .
5. Realization
Based on our decomposition theorem (Theorem 3) and our extension
theorem (Theorem 4), we now state our main theorem.
Theorem 5 (Main Theorem). Every f˜ is either a post-critically finite
type branched covering or a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational type branched
covering. If the orbifold associate to f˜ is hyperbolic, in the post-critically
finite type case, f˜ is combinatorially equivalent to a rational map; in the
sub-hyperbolic semi-rational type case, f˜ is CLH-equivalent to a rational
map. Moreover, in the both cases, the realized rational map is unique up
to conjugation of an automorphism of the Riemann sphere.
To prove the main theorem (Theorem 5), we first prove three proposi-
tions (Propositions 3, 4, and 5); each of them has its own interest.
We first quote a theorem from [DH, Theorem 6.3].
Theorem 6. Let R be a Riemann surface with conformal structure τ . Let
α1, · · · , αn be disjoint simple closed geodesics of length l1, · · · , ln. Then
there exist in R disjoint annuli A(αi) (i = 1, · · · , n) which are collars of
αi (i = 1, · · · , n) such that each modulus mod (A(αi)) satisfies
π
2li
− 1 ≤ mod (A(αi)) ≤ π
2li
(i = 1, · · · , n).
Proposition 3. Suppose R1 is a Riemann surface, which is the Rie-
mann sphere minus a set E consisting of finite number of points and finite
number of disks, with complex structure τ1 = [µ1]. Suppose γ1, · · · , γn are
non-peripheral non-homotopic simple closed curves on R1 with lτ1(γi) < ε
(ε sufficiently small). Let R2 be a Riemann surface with complex struc-
ture τ2 = [µ2] obtained from R1 by cutting along γi and capping every hole
by a puncture disk. If there exists a constant K > 0 such that for every
non-peripheral simple closed curve β other than γ1, · · · , γn, lτ1(β) ≥ K,
then there exists a constant K˜ = K˜(K, ε) > 0 such that for every non-
peripheral simple closed curve β˜ of R2, lτ2(β˜) ≥ K˜.
Remark 1. In the proposition, the term ”capping a puncture disk” means
that first extend µ1 to the Riemann sphere by defining µ1 = 0 on E. Every
curve γi cuts the Riemann sphere into two disks, one of them is disjoint
with other γj . Mark a point in this disk and set µ2 = 0 on this punctured
disk. Then define µ2 = µ1 on the rest of R2. The Riemann surfaces R1
and R2 may be different type Riemann surfaces.
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Proof. First, we use R∗ to denote the part of R1 and R2 by cutting along
γi (i = 1, · · · , n) before we capped all holes by puncture disks. Then R1
has the same complex structure with R2 on R
∗.
Let αi be the closed geodesic in R1 homotopic to γi. Since lτ1(γi) < ε,
the hyperbolic length lτ1(αi) < ε. Suppose A(αi) (i = 1, · · · , n) is the
collar of αi in R1 in Theorem 6. Then A(αi) (i = 1, · · · , n) are pairwise
disjoint and homotopic to γi.
Denote the boundary curves of A(αi) by α
+
i and α
−
i respectively. Since
ε small, either αi∩γi = ∅ or αi = γi. Without loss of generality, we always
assume α−i lies in the same side of γi with respect to αi. The following
three cases can happened:
1. αi = γi.
2. αi ∩R∗ = ∅.
3. αi ⊂ R∗.
Then we have that
1) In the first and the second cases, let Aγi,α+i
be the annulus with
boundary curves γi, α
+
i . Let γ
−
i be the core curve of this annulus.
Define Aγ−i ,γi
as the annulus with boundaries γ−i , γi. This annulus
is outside R∗ and attaching R∗.
2) In the third case, let A
γi,α
+
i
be the annulus with boundary curves
α+i , γi. Let γ
−
i be the core curve of this annulus. Define Aγ−i ,γi
as
the annulus with boundary curves γ−i , γi. This annulus is inside
R∗ and attaching γi.
Since the hyperbolic length lτ1(αi) < ε, we have a constant K1 = K1(ǫ) >
0 such that the modulus of A
γ−i ,γi
is greater than K1.
We assume that we are in the second case and give a detailed proof.
In the first and third cases, the proof is similar.
Let γ˜−i , γ˜i be two non-homotopic zero closed curves in the punctured
disk of R2 we capped such that they are homotopic each other in R2.
Let Aγ˜−i ,γ˜i
be the annulus with boundary curves γ˜−i , γ˜i. This annulus is a
non-homotopic zero annulus in the punctured disk we capped, therefore,
it is a non-homotopic zero annulus in R2. Suppose the modulus of Aγ˜−i ,γ˜i
equals to the modulus of A
γ−i ,γi
. Thus the modulus of A
γ˜−i ,γ˜i
is greater
than K1.
Suppose β˜ is an non-peripheral simple closed geodesic in R2. Suppose
the hyperbolic length lτ2(β˜) = L. Let A(β˜) be the collar of β˜ in R2. We
have
π
2
1
lτ2(β˜)
− 1 ≤ mod (A
β˜
) ≤ π
2
1
lτ2(β˜)
.
Suppose the boundary curves of A(β˜) are β˜+ and β˜−, respectively. The
annulusA(β˜) is cut into two annuli by β˜, which we denote as A
β˜+,β˜
, A
β˜,β˜−
.
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Let β˜0,+, β˜0,− be the core curves of these two sub-annuli. When these two
curves are viewed in R1, we denote as β
0,+, β0,−. Similarly, we use β to
denote the corresponding curve β˜ when it is viewed as a curve on R1.
First, we consider the case β˜0,+ ∩ γ˜−i = ∅ for all i = 1, · · · , n. Then
β0,+ ∩ γ−i = ∅. Let ζ be the simple closed geodesic in R1 homotopic to β.
Then the collar A(ζ) of ζ containing Aβ0,+,β0,− and we have that
mod (A(ζ)) ≥ mod (Aβ0,+,β0,−) = mod (Aβ˜0,+,β˜0,−) =
1
2
mod (A(β˜)).
Now we have
K ≤ lτ1(β) ≤
π
2
1
mod (A(ζ))
≤ π
mod (A(β˜))
≤ π
pi
2
1
lτ2(β˜)
− 1 =
2πL
π − 2L.
This implies that
L ≥ πK
2π + 2K
.
Now we are considering the second case that is β˜0,+ ∩ γ˜−i 6= ∅ for some
i. Without loss generality, we assume zi = 0, zj = 1, zk = ∞ for some
j 6= i and k 6= i. Furthermore, we can assume the capping punctured disk
Di lies in the disk |z| < 12 and γ˜i = {z : |z| = 12}. By using the Poincare´
density λ0,1(z) of the thrice punctured complex plane C0,1 = C\{0, 1,∞},
we can give a lower bound on the hyperbolic length of β˜0,+ by considering
R2 as a sub-Riemann surface of the thrice punctured complex plane, that
is
l(β˜0,+) ≥
∫ 1
2
r
λ0,1(x)dx
where x is real and 0 < r < 1/2. Now we use the property of λ0,1(z) to
estimate l(β˜0,+) (see [Ah2] for this property). Since
λ0,1(z) ≥ |ζ
′(z)|
|ζ(z)|
1
4− log |ζ(z)|
where ζ(z) =
√
1−z−1√
1−z+1 and Re
√
1− z > 0,
l(β˜0,+) ≥
∫ 1
2
r
|ζ ′(z)|
|ζ(z)|
1
4− log |ζ(z)| |dz|
= log
4− log(−(ζ(r)))
4− log(−(ζ(12)))
.
Since mod (Aγ˜−i ,γ˜i
) > K1, there exists a 0 < r0 <
1
2 such that r < r0 (in
fact, we can take r0 =
1
2e2K1
).
Since
(−ζ(r))′ =
(
1−√1− r
1 +
√
1− r
)′
=
2√
1− r(1 +√1− r)2 > 0,
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the function log 4−log(−(ζ(r)))
4−log(−(ζ( 1
2
)))
is decreasing with respect to r. So
l(β˜0,+) ≥ C = log 4− log(−(ζ(r0)))
4− log(−(ζ(12 )))
.
Since β˜0,+ is the core curve of A
β˜+,β˜
, we have
mod (A
β˜+,β˜
) ≥ 1
2
mod (A
β˜
) ≥ 1
2
(π
2
1
L
− 1
)
=
π − 2L
4L
.
Then
C ≤ l(β˜0,+) ≤ π
2
1
mod (A
β˜+,β˜
)
≤ 4L
π − 2L.
Combining the above result, we have
L ≥ πC
4 + 2C
.
Let
K˜ = min
{ πK
2π + 2K
,
πC
4 + 2C
}
.
Then for any non-peripheral simple closed curve β˜ on R2, we have that
lτ2(β˜) ≥ K˜.
This completes the proof. 
The following is a key step in our proof. Suppose
{pmn } (n = 1, · · · ,∞; m = 1, · · · ,M)
is a sequence of points in C and
pmn → pm0 , n→∞.
Assume there exists a finite collection {Dm}Mm=1 of open disks (called
holomorphic disks) and a finite collection of open annuli {Am}Mm=1 satis-
fied
(a) pm0 ∈ Dm,
(b) Dm ∩Dm′ = ∅, (1 ≤ m 6= m′ ≤M),
(c) for each m, Am is an annulus attaching Dm from the outside such
that for any n ∈ N, m = 1, · · · ,M , Am ∩ {{pmn }∞n=1}Mm=1 = ∅.
Recall
D =
M⋃
m=1
Dm, P1 =
M⋃
m=1
∞⋃
n=1
{{pmn }∞n=1}Mm=1\D
Q = P1
⋃
D, X = ∂Q = P1
⋃
∂D.
For each holomorphic disk Dm, fix a point p
m
∗ on the boundary ∂Dm. Set
(3) E = P1
⋃
(
M⋃
m=1
{pm0 , pm∗ }).
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We assume that 0, 1,∞ ∈ E.
For any Beltrami coefficient µ on C such that µ|Q = 0, the surface C\Q
with the complex structure µ is a hyperbolic Riemann surface, which we
denote as RQµ. The surface C\E with the complex structure µ is also
a hyperbolic Riemann surface, which we denote as REµ. Then RQµ is
a sub-Riemann surface of REµ. For any non-peripheral simple closed
curve β in C\Q, let lµ,Q(β) denote the hyperbolic length of the unique
simple closed geodesic in RQµ homotopic to β. For any non-peripheral
simple closed curve β in C\E, let lµ,E(β) denote the hyperbolic length of
the unique simple closed geodesic in REµ homotopic to β. To prove the
following proposition, we need two lemmas. The first one can be found in
any standard book in quasiconformal mapping theory (for example, [Ah1])
and the second one can be founded in [ZJ]. We give a proof of the second
lemma in the sake of completeness of this paper.
Lemma 4. Let z ∈ C\{0, 1,∞} be a point. Let H ⊂ C be an annulus
which separates {0, 1} and {z,∞}. Then
mod (H) ≤ 1
2π
log(|z| + 1).
Lemma 5 ([ZJ]). There exists an η > 0 such that for any Beltrami
coefficient µ on C with µ = 0 on Q ∪ ∪Mm=1Am and any non-peripheral
simple closed curve γ ⊂ C\E with lµ,E(γ) < η, we have γ ⊂ C\Q (more
precisely, a simple closed curve homotopic to γ is contained in C\Q). And
for any ε > 0, there is a δ > 0 such that
lµ,E(γ) > (1− ε)lµ,Q(γ)
provided that lµ,E(γ) < δ.
Proof. Let γ ⊂ REµ be a non-peripheral simple closed geodesic. From
Theorem 6, we have an annulus A ⊂ REµ as a collar such that γ is the
core curve of A and
(4)
π
2lµ,E(γ)
− 1 < mod (A) < π
2lµ,E(γ)
.
We may assume that A separates 0 and ∞. Let S1 and S2 be the two
components of REµ \ A such that 0 ∈ S1 and ∞ ∈ S2. Let
r = max{|z| ∣∣ z ∈ S1} and R = min{|z| ∣∣ z ∈ S2}.
By Lemma 4, when lµ,E(γ) is small, R/r is large. Consider the round
annulus
H = {z ∣∣ r < |z| < R}.
It follows that H ⊂ A and that the core curve of H is in the same
homotopic class as γ. By Lemma 4 and (4), it follows that there is a
uniform constant 0 < C <∞ such that
(5) mod (H) ≥ mod (A)− C
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holds provided that lµ,E(γ) is small. Note that every pair {pm0 , pm∗ } consid-
ered as points in REµ is contained either in {z
∣∣ |z| < r} or in {z ∣∣ |z| > R}.
Since µ is 0 on Dm ∪ Am and pm0 , pm∗ ⊂ Dm considered as points and a
domain in REµ, it follows from Koebe’s distortion theorem that there is
an 1 < K < ∞, which depends only on {Di} and {Ai}, such that every
Dm considered as a domain in REµ is contained either in {z
∣∣ |z| < Kr}
or in {z ∣∣ |z| > R/K}. By (4) and (5), we have
R/K > Kr
provided that lµ,E(γ) is small enough. All of these implies that the annu-
lus
HK = {z
∣∣Kr < |z| < R/K}
is contained in RQµ considered as a sub-Riemann surface of REµ provided
that lµ,E(γ) is small enough.
Now the first assertion of the lemma follows if we can show that
γ ⊂ HK
provided that lµ,E is small enough. Suppose this were not true. Then
there are two cases. In the first case, there exist two points z and z′ such
that
1. z ∈ S2 with |z| = R,
2. |z′| = R/K,
3. γ separates {0, z′} and {z,∞}.
In the second case, there exist two points z and z′ such that
1. |z| = Kr,
2. z′ ∈ S1 and |z′| = r.
3. γ separates {0, z′} and {z,∞}.
Suppose we are in the first case. Note that the curve γ separates A
into two sub-annuli such that the modulus of each of them is equal to
mod (A)/2. But on the other hand, the outer one separates {0, z′} and
{z,∞]}, and thus by Lemma 4, its modulus has an upper bound depend-
ing only on M . By (4) this is impossible when lµ,E(γ) is small enough.
The same argument can be used to get a contradiction in the second case.
This proves the first assertion of the Lemma.
Now let us prove the second assertion. Let l denote the hyperbolic
length of the core curve of HK with respect to the hyperbolic metric of
HK . Since HK ⊂ RQµ when lµ,E(γ) is small enough, it follows that
l > lµ,Q. Thus we have
mod (HK) =
π
2l
<
π
2lµ,Q
.
From (4) and (5), there is a constant 0 < C ′ <∞ such that
mod (HK) ≥ π
2lµ,E(γ)
−C ′
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holds provided that lµ,E(γ) is small enough. Thus we have
π
2lµ,Q
≤ π
2lµ,E(γ)
≤ π
2lµ,Q
+ C ′.
The second assertion follows. 
Proposition 4. Suppose µ is a Beltrami coefficient µ on C with µ = 0
on Q ∪ ∪Mm=1Am. Suppose β ⊂ C\Q is a non-peripheral simple closed
curve. When lµ,Q(β) sufficient small, we have
lµ,Q(β) ≥ lµ,E(β)
1 + 2c
pi
lµ,E(β)
where c > 1 is a constant.
Proof. Suppose β is a closed geodesic in RQµ. Since lµ,Q(β) > lµ,E(β),
if lµ,Q(β) is sufficiently small, then lµ,E(β) is sufficiently small, Lemma 5
applies.
For lµ,Q(β) sufficiently small, there exists a collar Aβ of β (refer to the
proof of Lemma 5) such that
π
2
1
lµ,Q(β)
− 1 < mod (Aβ) < π
2
1
lµ,Q(β)
and mod (Aβ) sufficiently large. Suppose Aβ separates 0 and∞. Similar
to the proof of Lemma 5, we get a round annulus HK such that HK ⊂
Aβ and the core curve of HK is homotopic to β in REµ. Since lµ,Q(β)
sufficiently small, similar to the proof of Lemma 5, there exists a constant
0 < c′ <∞ such that
mod (HK) ≥ mod (Aβ)− c′ ≥ π
2
1
lµ,Q(β)
− 1− c′ = π
2
1
lµ,Q(β)
− c
where c = 1 + c′ > 1. Since, from the proof of Lemma 5,
mod (HK) ≤ π
2
1
lµ,E(β)
,
so
π
2
1
lµ,Q(β)
− c ≤ π
2
1
lµ,E(β)
,
i.e.
1
lµ,Q(β)
≤ 1 +
2c
pi
lµ,E(β)
lµ,E(β)
.
This implies the proposition. 
Recall the Teichmu¨ller space Tf for a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational
branched covering f is defined the Teichmu¨ller space modeled on (C\Q,X).
Similarly, we can define the Teichmu¨ller space is the Teichmu¨ller space
modeled on (C\Q,X) for sub-hyperbolic semi-rational type branched cov-
ering. Based on the definition, the points of Teichmu¨ller space can be
represented by [µ] where µ is the Beltrami coefficient of the normalized
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quasiconformal mapping wµ and [µ] is the equivalent class of µ. Let µ be
a Beltrami coefficient defined on (C\Q,X). Extended it to the Beltrami
coefficient Ext(µ)(z) on C by setting
Ext(µ)(z) =
{
µ(z) for z ∈ (C\Q,X),
0 for otherwise.
If no confusion, we will simply use µ to denote Ext(µ) or µ.
Remember that we started from a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational branched
covering f which is not CLH-equivalent to a rational map. For a given
point τ0 in Teichmu¨ller space, it can be denoted by [µ0], that is, the
Beltrami coefficient is µ0 on (C\Q,X) while 0 on other points. τn is de-
fined by τn = σ
n
f (τ0) = [(f
∗)n(µ0)]. Decomposing the Riemann surface
(C\Q,X) along canonical Thurston obstruction Γc, we got the thick-thin
decomposition. The exact same assumption as that in the decomposi-
tion section and in the extension section, we suppose P 0i is periodic with
period k. Let f˜ be the map defined in (2) and
P˜0 = P
0
i
⋃
(
p⋃
i=1
D(γi))
where {D(γi)} are the disks in the extension section. Here P˜0 can be
though as the Riemann sphere C as our starting space.
Let τ0 = [µ0] be a given complex structure on C\Q which is extended
to a complex structure on C by setting µ0 = 0 on Q. Define τ˜0 = [µ˜0] on
C as
µ˜0(z) =
{
µ0(z), z ∈ P 0i ;
0, z ∈ ∪pi=1D(γi).
Using the induced pullback maps σfk and σf˜ on the corresponding Te-
ichmu¨ller spaces, we get two sequences of points on the corresponding
Teichmu¨ller spaces:
τn = σ
n
fk
(τ0) = [µn] and τ˜n = σ
n
f˜
(τ˜0) = [µ˜n].
Let τ ′′′n = [µ
′′′
n ] be the complex structure on C as
µ′′′n (z) =
{
µn(z), z ∈ P 0i ;
0, z ∈ ∪pi=1D(γi).
We would like to point out that τ ′′′n 6= τ˜n.
Let τ ′′n = [µ
′′
n] be the complex structure on C\E, where E = P1 ∪
(∪Mm=1{pm0 , pm∗ }) defined in (3), by setting
µ′′n(z) = µ
′′′
n (z), z ∈ C\P ∗1
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where P ∗1 = Pf |P 0i ∪ (∪
M
m=1{pm0 , pm∗ }). Let τ ′n = [µ′n] be the complex
structure on C\E by setting
µ′n(z) = µ˜n(z), z ∈ C\P ∗1 .
Therefore, we got five different complex structures
τn = [µn], τ˜n = [µ˜n], τ
′
n = [µ
′
n], τ
′′
n = [µ
′′
n], and τ
′′′
n = [µ
′′′
n ]
on two different surfaces. We now list relationships between those complex
structures as a proposition which is helpful for a better understanding of
the procedure used in the proof of our main theorem.
Proposition 5. Suppose τn, τ˜n, τ
′
n, τ
′′
n , τ
′′′
n are the above complex struc-
tures. Then
(1) µ′n(z) = µ˜n(z), z ∈ C\P ∗1 ;
(2) µ′′n(z) = µ
′
n(z), z ∈ C\(E ∪ (∪nl=1f˜−l(∪pi=1D(γi)))),
µ′′n = µ˜n, z ∈ C\(P ∗1 ∪ (∪nl=1f˜−l(∪pi=1D(γi))));
(3) µ′′′n (z) = µ
′′
n(z), z ∈ C\P ∗1 ,
µ′′′n (z) = µ
′
n(z), z ∈ P 0i \(P ∗1 ∪ (∪nl=1f˜−l(∪pi=1D(γi)))),
µ′′′n (z) = µ˜n(z), z ∈ C\(P ∗1 ∪ (∪nl=1f˜−l(∪pi=1D(γi))));
(4) µn = µ
′′′
n , z ∈ P 0i \Pf |P 0i ,
µn = µ
′′
n, z ∈ P 0i \P ∗1 ,
µn = µ
′
n, z ∈ P 0i \(P ∗1 ∪ (∪nl=1f˜−l(∪pi=1D(γi)))),
µn = µ˜n, n ≥ 1, z ∈ P 0i \(Pf |P 0i ∪ (∪
n
l=1f˜
−l(∪pi=1D(γi))),
µ0 = µ˜0, z ∈ P 0i \Pf |P 0i .
The following theorem is proved in [DH] (see also [Se]). This theorem is
for a post-critically finite branched covering. For a sub-hyperbolic semi-
rational branched covering, since ♯Pf =∞, this theorem can not be used
directly. We will use the idea in the theorem in the proof of our main
theorem.
Theorem 7 ([DH]). Suppose f : S2 → S2 is a post-critically finite
branched covering map. Then there exist two covering maps π1 : Tf →
M ′f , π2 : M
′
f → Mf and a map σ˜f : M ′f → Mf such that π2 is finite and
π ◦ σf = σ˜f ◦ π1 where π = π2 ◦ π1, Mf is the moduli space of S2\Pf and
M ′f is the intermediate moduli space.
Proof of Theorem 5 (the Main Theorem). If f˜ is a post-critically finite
type branched covering with hyperbolic orbifold, by using a similar method
to that in [Se, BY], we can prove that f˜ has no Thurston obstruction and
thus combinatorially equivalent to a rational map. Our main effort in this
paper is to prove the theorem when f˜ is a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational
type branched covering.
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Now suppose f˜ is a sub-hyperbolic semi-rational branched covering.
First we prove that {τn} has no any convergent subsequence if f˜ is not
CLH-equivalent to a rational map. We prove it by contradiction as follows.
Suppose there exists a sub-sequence {τnk} of {τn} convergence. Since
f˜ is holomorphic in holomorphic disks, {τ ′′nk} is also convergent. Sup-
pose τ ′′nk → τ ′′0,∗. Then {τnk+1} = {σf (τnk)} is convergent since σf is
continuous. By the same reason, we get {τ ′′nk+1} convergent. Suppose
τ ′′nk+1 → τ ′′1,∗. τ ′′1,∗ = σf˜ (τ ′′0,∗). Continue the above procedure, we get the
convergent sequence {τ ′′nk+i} which converge to τ ′′i,∗ (i = 0, 1, · · · ). Any
non-peripheral simple closed curve γ in P 0i has common lower bound hy-
perbolic length K > 0, that is, for any nk and any i, lτnk+i(γ) ≥ K (see
Lemma 3). By Proposition 3, there exists a constant K˜ = K˜(K) > 0
such that lτ ′′nk+i
(γ) ≥ K˜. Since τ ′′nk+i → τ ′′i,∗ (nk → ∞), so lτ ′′i,∗(γ) ≥ K˜.
We use π∗ denote the mapping which replace the points of P
f˜
by E.
Write π∗(τ˜i) = σi
f˜
(τ ′′0,∗). Since f˜ is not CLH-equivalent to a rational map,
there exists at least one non-peripheral simple closed curve β such that
lτ˜i(β) → 0 as i → ∞ from Theorem 2 . By Proposition 4, we know
lτ ′′i,∗(β)→ 0. This is a contradiction.
Suppose {τnk} is a subsequence which is not convergent. By Propo-
sition 5, {τ ′′nk} does not convergent. Let π′′ be the mapping which send
τn to τ
′′
n . Any non-peripheral simple closed curve γ in P
0
i has common
lower bound hyperbolic length K > 0, that is, for any nk and any i,
lτnk+i(γ) ≥ K (see Lemma 3). By Proposition 3, there exists a constant
K˜ = K˜(K) > 0 such that lτ ′′nk+i
(γ) ≥ K˜ for any non-peripheral simple
closed curve γ in C\(P1 ∪ (∪Mm=1{pm0 , pm∗ })).
Let E = P1 ∪ (∪Mm=1{pm0 , pm∗ }) be the set defined in (3). Consider
the Teichmu¨ller space T = T (C\E). Let M = M(C\E) be the moduli
space. Let π : T → M be the covering map. For the subsequence {τnk},
then {π′′(τnk))} is a sequence in T . Similar to Theorem 7, we have an
intermediate moduli space M ′ and π1 : T → M ′ and π2 : M ′ → M
satisfying the condition in Theorem 7. Then {mnk} = {π1(π′′(τnk))}
is a sequence in M ′. From the previous paragraph and the Mumford
compactness theorem, {mnk} converges to some m̂0 in M ′. By selecting
a sub-subsequence, which we still denote as {mnk}, such that mnk+i →
m̂i (i = 0, 1, · · · ) in M ′. The set {m̂i} (i = 0, 1, · · · ) lies in a compact
subset in M ′.
Suppose d(mnk , m̂0) < ε and d(mnk+1, m̂1) < ε. Then there exists
a point τ̂k such that d(τ
′′
nk
, τ̂k) = d(mnk , m̂0) < ε and π1(τ
′′
nk
) = mnk ,
π1(τ̂k) = m̂0. So
d(m̂1, π1(π
∗(σ
f˜
(τ̂k)))) ≤ d(m̂1,mnk+1) + d(mnk+1, π1(π∗(σf˜ (τ̂k))))
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≤ ε+ d(τ ′′nk+1, π∗(σf˜ (τ̂k))) ≤ ε+ qd(τ ′′nk , τ̂k) ≤ (q + 1)ε
where q ∈ [0, 1) is a constant only depending on the compact set which
contains all {m̂i} (i = 0, 1, · · · ) in M ′.
Note that π2 : M
′ → M is a cover of finite degree and π : T → M
is a cover of infinite degree. Since π(π∗(σ
f˜
(τ̂k))) = π2(m̂1), we have
π1(π
∗(σ
f˜
(τ̂k))) lies in the fiber π
−1
2 (π2(m̂1)). Since π2 is a cover of fi-
nite degree, set ci to be the minimal distance between any two different
points in the fiber π−12 (π2(m̂i)) (i = 0, 1, · · · ). From the above, we can
conclude π1(π
∗(σi
f˜
(τ̂k))) = m̂i if d(mnk+t, m̂i) < ε (t = 0, 1, · · · , i) and
ε ≤ 1
q+1 min{c1, c2, · · · , ci}.
For any given i,
d(m̂i, m̂i+1) = d(π
∗(σi
f˜
(τ̂k)), π
∗(σi+1
f˜
(τ̂k)))
≤ qid(τ̂k, τ̂k+1) = qid(m̂0, m̂1).
Since the above estimate does not depend on the selection of τ̂k as long
as {m̂i} (i = 0, 1, · · · ) lies in the given compact subset of M ′. So for any
i
d(m̂i, m̂i+1) ≤ qid(τ̂k, τ̂k+1) = qid(m̂0, m̂1).
Hence {m̂i} converges to some m̂ which lies in the given compact subset
of M ′. So there exists some τ ∈ T such that π1(τ ′′) = m̂. Hence τ lies in
the fiber π−11 (m̂) and σf˜ (τ) lies in the fiber π
−1(π2(π̂)). Since
d(τ ′′, π∗ ◦ σ
f˜
(τ ′′))
≤ d(τ ′′, π∗ ◦ σt
f˜
(τ̂k)) + d(π
∗ ◦ σt
f˜
(τ̂k), π
∗ ◦ σt+1
f˜
(τ̂k))
+d(π∗ ◦ σt+1
f˜
(τ̂k), π
∗ ◦ σ
f˜
(τ ′′))
≤ 2ε+ qtd(m̂0, m̂1),
we can select ε sufficiently small and t sufficiently large such that the
lower bound of Teichmu¨ller space between different elements in the fiber
π−1 ◦ π2(m̂) larger than 2ε + qtd(m̂0, m̂1). So τ = π∗ ◦ σf˜ (τ). Hence
(π∗)−1(τ) = σ
f˜
◦ (π∗)−1(τ) which implies σ
f˜
has a fixed point in the
Teichmu¨ller space Tf . Thus f˜ is equivalent to a rational map. It completes
the proof. 
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